
 

Red Hook High SchoolRed Hook High SchoolRed Hook High SchoolRed Hook High School    
Reading ListReading ListReading ListReading List    

Grade 11Grade 11Grade 11Grade 11---- Theme: American Literature Theme: American Literature Theme: American Literature Theme: American Literature    
    
The American Literature category was selected to align with the NYS Social Studies The American Literature category was selected to align with the NYS Social Studies The American Literature category was selected to align with the NYS Social Studies The American Literature category was selected to align with the NYS Social Studies 
Curriculum, as United States History is studied in that year.Curriculum, as United States History is studied in that year.Curriculum, as United States History is studied in that year.Curriculum, as United States History is studied in that year.    
    
Required TextsRequired TextsRequired TextsRequired Texts----    
    
Fitzgerald, ScottFitzgerald, ScottFitzgerald, ScottFitzgerald, Scott            The Great GatsbyThe Great GatsbyThe Great GatsbyThe Great Gatsby            Jazz AgeJazz AgeJazz AgeJazz Age    
    
Jazz AgeJazz AgeJazz AgeJazz Age---- F. Scott Fitzgerald himself coined the phrase “The Jazz Age” to identify the time  F. Scott Fitzgerald himself coined the phrase “The Jazz Age” to identify the time  F. Scott Fitzgerald himself coined the phrase “The Jazz Age” to identify the time  F. Scott Fitzgerald himself coined the phrase “The Jazz Age” to identify the time 
period after World War I into the 1920’s.  period after World War I into the 1920’s.  period after World War I into the 1920’s.  period after World War I into the 1920’s.  It was an exhilarating time in AmericaIt was an exhilarating time in AmericaIt was an exhilarating time in AmericaIt was an exhilarating time in America, with new , with new , with new , with new 
music, new stylesmusic, new stylesmusic, new stylesmusic, new styles,,,,    and for someand for someand for someand for some,,,,    new new new new prospeprospeprospeprosperity.  rity.  rity.  rity.  It was a timeIt was a timeIt was a timeIt was a time of great change i of great change i of great change i of great change in American n American n American n American 
literature, as writerliterature, as writerliterature, as writerliterature, as writers began to explore and attempted tos began to explore and attempted tos began to explore and attempted tos began to explore and attempted to define the American Dream. define the American Dream. define the American Dream. define the American Dream.    
    
 
McCourt, FrankMcCourt, FrankMcCourt, FrankMcCourt, Frank            Angela’s AshesAngela’s AshesAngela’s AshesAngela’s Ashes             Immigration     Immigration     Immigration     Immigration    
    
ImmigrationImmigrationImmigrationImmigration----            The immigrantThe immigrantThe immigrantThe immigrant experience is crucial to  experience is crucial to  experience is crucial to  experience is crucial to truly truly truly truly understandunderstandunderstandunderstand    the concept of  the concept of  the concept of  the concept of  
American identity.  American identity.  American identity.  American identity.  As the country which identifies itself as the “melting pot,” there cannot As the country which identifies itself as the “melting pot,” there cannot As the country which identifies itself as the “melting pot,” there cannot As the country which identifies itself as the “melting pot,” there cannot 
be a discussion of America without discussing be a discussion of America without discussing be a discussion of America without discussing be a discussion of America without discussing immigration.  immigration.  immigration.  immigration.  What does it mean to be an What does it mean to be an What does it mean to be an What does it mean to be an 
immigrant? How did they help to immigrant? How did they help to immigrant? How did they help to immigrant? How did they help to shape this country? Hshape this country? Hshape this country? Hshape this country? How doow doow doow do they continue to do so? they continue to do so? they continue to do so? they continue to do so?    
 
Morrison, ToniMorrison, ToniMorrison, ToniMorrison, Toni            The Bluest EyeThe Bluest EyeThe Bluest EyeThe Bluest Eye             Racial Issues/Beauty     Racial Issues/Beauty     Racial Issues/Beauty     Racial Issues/Beauty    
    

    Racial Issues/BeautyRacial Issues/BeautyRacial Issues/BeautyRacial Issues/Beauty----    The definition of Beauty is complex and fraught with controversy.  The definition of Beauty is complex and fraught with controversy.  The definition of Beauty is complex and fraught with controversy.  The definition of Beauty is complex and fraught with controversy.      
Who defines what is beautiful and by whose standards are these decisions made? Who defines what is beautiful and by whose standards are these decisions made? Who defines what is beautiful and by whose standards are these decisions made? Who defines what is beautiful and by whose standards are these decisions made?  There are  There are  There are  There are 
many people who do not fit the accepted standards of beauty for one reason or another; many people who do not fit the accepted standards of beauty for one reason or another; many people who do not fit the accepted standards of beauty for one reason or another; many people who do not fit the accepted standards of beauty for one reason or another; 
race, weight, physical deformities, stature or race, weight, physical deformities, stature or race, weight, physical deformities, stature or race, weight, physical deformities, stature or physical attributes.  What happens to them?physical attributes.  What happens to them?physical attributes.  What happens to them?physical attributes.  What happens to them?    

    
    

O’Brien,  Tim  O’Brien,  Tim  O’Brien,  Tim  O’Brien,  Tim                          The Things They CarriedThe Things They CarriedThe Things They CarriedThe Things They Carried         Vietnam War     Vietnam War     Vietnam War     Vietnam War    
    
ViViViVietnam Waretnam Waretnam Waretnam War---- In the early days of the Vietn In the early days of the Vietn In the early days of the Vietn In the early days of the Vietnam War, Americans supported am War, Americans supported am War, Americans supported am War, Americans supported involvement involvement involvement involvement in in in in 
the conflict the conflict the conflict the conflict in order to preserve in order to preserve in order to preserve in order to preserve theirtheirtheirtheir way of life and stop the spread of Communism.   way of life and stop the spread of Communism.   way of life and stop the spread of Communism.   way of life and stop the spread of Communism.  As a As a As a As a 
nation, American identity has been shaped by war; before, during, and after the nation, American identity has been shaped by war; before, during, and after the nation, American identity has been shaped by war; before, during, and after the nation, American identity has been shaped by war; before, during, and after the conflict conflict conflict conflict 
itself.itself.itself.itself.    

    
    
    



    
    
Salinger, J.D.Salinger, J.D.Salinger, J.D.Salinger, J.D.                        The Catcher in the RyeThe Catcher in the RyeThe Catcher in the RyeThe Catcher in the Rye               Identity               Identity               Identity               Identity    
    
IdentityIdentityIdentityIdentity----  The quintessential exploration of teenage angst and the search for self identity.      The quintessential exploration of teenage angst and the search for self identity.      The quintessential exploration of teenage angst and the search for self identity.      The quintessential exploration of teenage angst and the search for self identity.        
    
    
Twain, MarkTwain, MarkTwain, MarkTwain, Mark                        Huckleberry FinnHuckleberry FinnHuckleberry FinnHuckleberry Finn                       Local Color                       Local Color                       Local Color                       Local Color    
OROROROR    
Hawthorne, Nathaniel       Hawthorne, Nathaniel       Hawthorne, Nathaniel       Hawthorne, Nathaniel       The Scarlet LetterThe Scarlet LetterThe Scarlet LetterThe Scarlet Letter                                
    
Local ColorLocal ColorLocal ColorLocal Color---- “The detailed representation in prose of the setting, dialect, customs, dress, and  “The detailed representation in prose of the setting, dialect, customs, dress, and  “The detailed representation in prose of the setting, dialect, customs, dress, and  “The detailed representation in prose of the setting, dialect, customs, dress, and 
ways of thinking and feeling which are distinctive of a particular regionways of thinking and feeling which are distinctive of a particular regionways of thinking and feeling which are distinctive of a particular regionways of thinking and feeling which are distinctive of a particular region” (Abrams, 145).” (Abrams, 145).” (Abrams, 145).” (Abrams, 145).                        

    
    
    

SupplSupplSupplSupplemental Textsemental Textsemental Textsemental Texts----    
    

Chopin, KateChopin, KateChopin, KateChopin, Kate                        The AwakeningThe AwakeningThe AwakeningThe Awakening                          Local Color                          Local Color                          Local Color                          Local Color    
    

Hemingway, ErnestHemingway, ErnestHemingway, ErnestHemingway, Ernest                    The Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also RisesThe Sun Also Rises             Identity     Identity     Identity     Identity    
    

Plath, SylviaPlath, SylviaPlath, SylviaPlath, Sylvia                            The Bell JarThe Bell JarThe Bell JarThe Bell Jar                 I     I     I     Identitydentitydentitydentity    
    
    

Drama RequirementDrama RequirementDrama RequirementDrama Requirement----    
    

Simon, NeilSimon, NeilSimon, NeilSimon, Neil                            Brighton Beach MemoirsBrighton Beach MemoirsBrighton Beach MemoirsBrighton Beach Memoirs                Family Dynamics        Family Dynamics        Family Dynamics        Family Dynamics/Identity/Identity/Identity/Identity    
    


